Abstract: According to the calibrating requirements of a teaching manipulator in a glaze-spraying robot system, an auxiliary calibration device based on 3-RPS parallel mechanism was presented. Firstly, the 3-RPS parallel mechanism and other related components were designed. Then the kinematic capability of the device was obtained by forward kinematics. Moreover, the workspace of the device was studied by inverse kinematics and MATLAB software. The results show that the device can meet the required kinematic capability and workspace when calibrating.
Introduction
The process of spraying complex parts, robot needed to be produced planning trajectory movement that would be taught by technician. The teaching manipulator [1] was manually dragged to teach the robot in order to obtain its desired movement. Before teaching, the teaching manipulator must be calibrated, especially the calibration of its parameters. In order to identify parameters conveniently and precisely, parallel mechanism was considered. In recent years, no-full DOF parallel mechanism had attracted many scholars at home and abroad because of its higher accuracy, higher stiffness, compact structure, good bearing capacity. This paper took advantage of its superiority and designed an auxiliary calibration device based on 3-RPS parallel mechanism for spraying robot.
According to the research of 3-RPS parallel mechanism, Hunt [2] proposed 3-RPS parallel mechanism which can move along Z axis and rotate around X, Y axis. In further study, Zhang et al. [3] got the forward kinematics solution of 3-RPS parallel mechanism based on improved particle swarm optimization, Xie et al. [4] used continuous ant colony algorithm to solve the forward kinematics of 3-RPS parallel mechanism, Gao et al. [5] proposed a sphere-coordinate searching method which can be used to analyze the workspace of 3-RPS parallel mechanism, Zhang et al. [6] obtained the workspace of 3-RPS parallel mechanism based on its inverse kinematics and analyzed its deflection capacity. In practical applications, Yan et al. [7] used 3-RPS parallel mechanism to make application for the engine support frame, Song [8] also used 3-RPS parallel mechanism to apply on the oscillating mechanism of welding torch. Cheng et al. [9] designed a support structure of electro-optical tracker system based on 3-RPS parallel mechanism.
In this paper, according to the calibrating requirements of a teaching manipulator in a glaze-spraying robot system, an auxiliary calibration device based on 3-RPS parallel mechanism was presented and the forward kinematics, inverse kinematics of the mechanism were solved. Meanwhile the kinematic capability and workspace of the mechanism were analyzed, which provided the basis of teaching operation for teaching manipulator.
relationship between serial mechanism and parallel mechanism, this paper presented a 3-RPS parallel mechanism for teaching manipulator. The structure of 3-RPS parallel mechanism as shown in Fig. 1 , which was composed of support component, static stage, bearing with box, linear bearing with handle, calibration bar, moving stage, spherical hinge. The mechanism had three chains with identical geometrical condition which can move along Z axis and rotate around X, Y axis by driving robot to control the expansion of its three chains.
1.support component 2.static stage 3.bearing with box 4.linear bearing with handle 5.calibration bar 6.moving stage 7.spherical hinge Fig. 1 Structure of 3-RPS parallel mechanism Calibrating Method As described, the calibration integral structure of teaching manipulator as shown in Fig. 2 , which was composed of 3-RPS parallel mechanism, turntable, robot, teaching robot manipulator, sliding table. The process of calibration as followed, by conducting the relative calibration of teaching manipulator based on the calibration of robot. 3-RPS parallel mechanism was installed on the turntable, then the robot end-effector was driven to a zone near the moving stage, the moving stage was dragged to match the calibration bar installed on the robot end-effector. Within the range of allowable kinematic capability and workspace, the robot end-effector was driven to a desired pose, The linear bearing with handle was used to immobilize the mechanism, then the angles of robot joints were recorded; the pose of mechanism was fixed and the sliding table was dragged to make teaching manipulator match the calibration bar, the angles of teaching robot manipulator joints were also recorded. The operating process was repeated and the angles under the different poses were gotten which were used to program algorithm to calibrate the parameter of teaching manipulator.
1. 3-RPS parallel mechanism 2.turntable 3.robot 4.teaching manipulator 5.sliding 
Analysis of Kinematic Capability
To analyze the 3-RPS parallel mechanism, its kinematic model was proposed by Fig. 3 
So that the direction cosine of three coordinate axes in moving coordinate system was given by Eq. 3. 
In the Eq.3,
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In this paper, the parameters of 3-RPS parallel mechanism as followed, the radius of circumcircle for moving stage r =122mm and static stage R =162mm, the range of extensible link from 10mm to 90mm. In the initial state, the vertical distance between moving stage and static stage was 210mm. In order to analyze the kinematic capability of 3-RPS parallel mechanism, three types of limiting pose as shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 Limiting pose under different range According to the limiting pose of 3-RPS parallel mechanism, its kinematic capability can be shown in Table 1 . From the Table 1 , 3-RPS parallel mechanism showed that it had kinematic capability of moving along z axis from 210mm to 291.5mm, rotating around x axis 16.4 degree and y axis 18.9 degree, which satisfied the kinematic capability when calibrating. 
Analysis of workspace
The workspace of parallel mechanism is the spatial regions of the moving stage origin can be reached. In this paper, the workspace of 3-RPS parallel mechanism was the operating area of the robot end-effector, which based on the inverse kinematics considering constraints about length of link, angle of kinematic pair, interference of link, and the analysis was used MATLAB software to simulate the workspace. The pose of moving stage was adopted XYZ −−fixed angle to indicate( 
In the Eq. 4, sin,sin,sin sss ααββγγ === cos,cos,cos ccc ααββγγ === .The positions of i B on the moving coordinate system were expressed by Eq. 5. In order to analyze the workspace of 3-RPS parallel mechanism, using MATLAB software to program numerical searching to solve discrete points in the workspace and plot the fitting workspace. The process of fitting as follows: from the moving stage initial position to get the section parallel to the plane XOY , the range of section was minmax The workspace of mechanism was varied with the section height and had symmetric structural properties. The workspace of teaching manipulator was bigger than the workspace of 3-RPS parallel mechanism, so to avoid the operating area on the process of calibrating, making sure the workspace had practical significance for robot end-effector.
Conclusions
(1)This paper was proposed an auxiliary calibration device based on 3-RPS parallel mechanism which had the character of compact structure and light. At the meantime, with the advantages of serial and parallel structure, the manipulator can follow the robot movement and meet the needs of teaching calibration.
(2)The forward kinematics was solved, which showed that the mechanism can achieve moving along z axis 81.5mm, rotating around x axis 16.4 degree and y axis 18.9 degree, which satisfied the kinematic capability when calibrating. (3)The inverse kinematics was solved, the workspace of mechanism was presented and the operating area of teaching robot manipulator was determined.
